Tuesday 27th January 2015

Top Health Stories Today

Labour reveals 10 year plan for health and social care
BBC, Guardian, HSJ, Independent, Pulse

Dementia 'linked' to common over-the-counter drugs
BBC, Guardian, Telegraph, Times

Slightly high cholesterol in mid-life 'risky for heart'
BBC, Daily Mail

Other news

NHS England announces £10m plan to expand GP workforce
BMJ

GPs’ initial enthusiasm for clinical commissioning groups is waning, report says
BMJ, HSJ

Diabetes patients to get 'information prescriptions'
BBC

Lung cancer toll among women on the rise
Times

Chaotic cancer diagnosis system blamed for 10,000 deaths a year
Times

UKIP pledges £3bn to NHS frontline alongside charges for migrants
Pulse
10-year-old girls given contraceptive implants by NHS
[Daily Mail, Telegraph, Times]

Monitor angers CCGs with advice on community services
[HSJ]

Stevens: Room for more flexibility in the future of FT model
[HSJ]

NHS England resolves £50m dispute with CCGs
[HSJ]

Low confidence that NHS will hit 2018 paperless goal
[HSJ]

New 'fit for work' scheme to assess patients by telephone
[Pulse]

Bupa and CSH Surrey pull out of £235m MSK contract
[HSJ]

Vaccine price cut pledge not enough, critics tell Pfizer
[Guardian]

Third of acute trusts do not display named clinicians above patient beds
[HSJ, Nursing Times]

Welsh Labour vows to spend mansion tax cash on 1,000 health professionals
[Guardian]

Donaldson health review on Northern Ireland to be published later
[BBC]

Bristol hospital pledges to learn lessons from child’s death
[Nursing Times]

One in ten practices in some areas ‘face closure’
[Pulse]

South Glasgow University Hospital campus to be handed over
[BBC]

Trust turns to Skype to recruit overseas nurses
[Nursing Times]

NHS waiting lists can be cut through ‘radical’ reform
[BBC]
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The All-Party Parliamentary Health Group (APHG) is dedicated to disseminating knowledge, generating debate and facilitating engagement with health issues amongst Members of Parliament.
The APHG comprises members of all political parties, provides information with balance and impartiality, focuses on local as well as national matters, and is recognised as one of the preferred sources of information on health in Parliament.